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Foreword

Sornetime&_we_ may become aware:of societal irends without recognizing
their _potential effet-ts on our-social- institutions. -At other tihidt, We- ihay foil to
respond-acreaUately -to -social changes, even though we "are aware that they_ are
taking place._ Among" tbe-_-_v:,.tues of our society: are __both the tendency toward
lelf=ciireettiiinto rhale Austments in our social- -institUtions so that -they-function
effectivelyand:the tendency toward making 'adjustments that anticipate needed
changes and that, in o s-thse, preempt the need for self=correction.

As data in this and_ companion reports show, the current level& of education
and imome °thieved by racial and 6th%ic minorities fell below that- Of-- Whitei. "fhii
imbalance in economic-and educetional gttainment,_ plus the rapid growth in: the
population of racial and ethnic .mino-ritf groups, raises importott issues f°r -atkfca=
tion and government-policy rnakes 'in each state. -It is- the intent of this report to
help focus the discussion on These tames and to encourage appropriate responses.

WICHE is grateful to the organizations and individual& who have worked with
us o-n this importiiht project. The College- lEkkied COSPariiared
provided assistance and advice at several stages. " The Atlantic Richfield Founda-
tion :provided -_additiorml: financial st.Ipport. A regional advisory comMittee, Who&e
MeMlieti ora listed on The-following page,: provided- valUable assistance inpreparing
these reports and helped develop a strategy for disseminating the results of the
study.

May 1985
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Introduction

This series of state reports is intended to highlight the implications for
educational planning of the changing ckmography of the Southwest.- -This project-is
the outgrowth of an eariier report, which was prepared to provide background data
for a rEiional higher education conference on minority access ond retention in
higher education (Kaufman et al., 1983).

The decision to concentrate on minorities in higher education in the south-
western states follows from several conclusions that have been well documented.

o Certain racial and ethnic minorities have been underrepresented in_higher
education relative to nonminorities. This is especially true of Hispanic
students, who are well :represented, proportionally and numerically, in the
population of these states.

These :minorities :are _even less well represented among college and
professional school graduates.

o Increases in the proportion of racial and ethnic minorities among
successive age cohorts present a challenge to: educators and :policy
makers concerned with reversing these patterns of underrepresentation;

The:reports focus on:each of Jive:southwestern: states (Arizona,:california,
Colorado, New Mexico, arid -Texas) individually in order to call attention to the
most important findings in each state.

colleije-cige populations-in -theie five siiuthwestern-states- grow in-terms of
both:the 'numbers and percentages of ethnic minority individuals, policy:makers will
lie fated with a number of serious educational and political questions. Frir
example:

Are-current -approach44i to-- provision -Of -edUcational OPPOrtunitytor -all
seeking it, regardless al ethnic backgroundsufficienti now and for the
fUtUre?

o Whot_ are the_ implications_ for higliet education and _for institutions'
program--and -resource -"mix"- of the-- growirm -minority- -glare- -of the
college-age:population and the simultaneous decline (in some states) of
the proportion of Whites in the same age groups?

8



o What are the implications of the growth of these minority populations
for the economies of the states and their supplies of" highly trained
manpower, given the current distribution of minority students throughout
the educational system (by institutional level and tyre, for example)?

o What are the implications for the higher education institutions of the
current pattern of distribution of minority students, given the changes in
the composition of the college-age group?

o If the educational patterns of mioority students remain unchanged as
their numbers grow, what are the possible social and political conse-
quences?

These questions are meant to suggest_theseriousness_ and complexity of
policy issues -that need attention. The hope of the -organizations publishing the
report is that its contents will be useful as these challenging questions are
addressed.

Definitions

The information: in these reports comes primarily from: two:sources: the -:1980
census 6f-the-ipoputation-cied -related surveys--by- the United States ---aureau of the
Census' provided _population :and:demographic :data, and: _the :Higher 'Education
General Information__Survey (HEGIS)__ conducted by the _National Center for Educe-
tion-Statistios-(NCES)-provided: eduoation data. Reference--to- thesetwo-sources
ensures' that there:will be comparability in the :data presented across states and
ttiat other users will Kaye access to the same data sources.

Cc:tit-ion must he- used- *hen comparing -the -two- data t:fases,_ however,- l*cause
es:Eck:source defines_racial _and ethnic grows differently, . with particular "impact_ on
the- "Hispanic"- populotion group. The HEGIS format designates five racial_or_ethnic
groups: American--Indianf-Slciek,l-Aiian,- Hispanic, arid White. The- Census Bbreau
uses _the:Imolai designations American: Indian, Blacki_Asian, Other,.and. White,_plus a
further cklignation "Persons of-SPanish Origin" arid "Persons not of Spanish Origin,"
stating :that .. persons" of Spanish origin may-be- of any-race. in this report, the
Census Bureau data have been reconciled with the HEGIS data format, resulting in
the following comparable groups:

HEGIS CENSUS

American Indian American Indians, Eskimos, and Aleuts
Whether of Spanish origin or not

Black Blacks not of Spansh origin

Asian Asian _and :Pacific: Islanders whether
of Skinish origin or not

Hispanic Persons of Spanish origin, regaidless
of race

White White, not of Spanish orig7.1

R esidual Total population minus the above
(also Other races not of SParush
origin)

2 9



While these breakdowns do not avoid _all _problem& of _comparability, they
atipear to -mirk well for the purposes of this report. To keep the terminology
sttnrt, in ail _cases Black_ and White refer to Black not-Hispanic _and White: nat-
Hispanic. Exhibits derived from census dota refer to the ccitegory "Wanish origin,"
while: exhibits derived from HEGIS data use the term "Hispanic" to identify
eirsentially the same group;

It further must be recognized that the terms "4)anish origin" and "HLspanic"
aggregate into one group several ethnic groups, e.g., -Central American immigrants,
Latinos, Mexican Americans, and1 others, which may vary from state to state. Each
of these groups has its own demographic arid cultural coaratteristics. Policy
makers may wish to be aware of these different characteristics and of their
implications for higher education;

The most recent _and reliable dato:available: were used_in this report. __In
some cases more -recent data were available, but -alder information was Uted
because :it was_ comparable with :the: data for _earlier years_ whereas_ the newer data
were_ not._ :Where the racial _and ethnic composition of_ the college-age _population
is -compard--with- the composition -of the stixrent- population and the distrilkition of
degree&lamong racial :and:ethnic groups: (Exhibits 8A-8E :and 9A-9E), HEG1S data
from 1980 were used for the education information in order tO compare then, with
census data from the same year.



Summary

New Mexico's population is :projected kr:be :between 1.7 million and 2;,1
million by the year 2000, up from 1.3 million in 1980, a twenty-year growth
rate of between 30 and 54 percent. (See Exhibit 1.)

More than -rifle-half of--t1 population growth frorn- 1970 to 1980 can: be
accounted for_ by in-migration, which is projected to remain high; (See
narrative for EXhibit I.)

o People of Sponishorigin accounted for 36.6 percent of the total population of
New Mexico in 1980, but they accounted for nearly 45 percent of the 0-4 age
group. (See Exhibits 2 and 3.)

o By 2000, more than one-half of the age 0-4 population is projected to be of
Spanish origin. (See Exhibit 3.)

o Blacks represented 1.7 percent of the total population in 1980, American
Indians 8.1 percent, Asiare 0.5percent, and all others 0.5 percent. However,
the state's American Indian population -of nearly 105,000 is the fourth largest
in the United States and the second higlunt proportion in the nation. The
American Indian_population generally shows growth patterns similar to that of
the Spanish-origin population. (See Exhibits 2 and 3.)

o New Mexico has the fifteenth highest proportion of people aged 25 and older
with college degrees. Whites far exceed minority groups in postsecondary
educational attainment. (See Exhibit 4.)

Hispani-os- tend to Fjitl i0--icheol -dropout- rates--than Blacks
or Whites. :Dropout_ rates:for American Indians and:_Others are muchihigher
than-those for the -other -three groups.- For examOe approximately-74, 67,
drid- 70 percent an-respectively of- the White, Hispanic, d-Block ninth graders:in
1979-80 remained through_ the twelfth: grade in 082-83, compared with
approximately 45 and 61 percent for American Indians and Others. (See
Exhibit 5.)

Nationwide figures show that 83 Percent of: Whites (aduits:and_schooi,oge
respondents to:census surveys during=the_ period from :1974 to__19_78) com-
pleted-high -scliciol compared-with- 72-percent -of -Blacki and 55 percent of
American Indians and Hispanics; (See narrative for Exhibit 5.)

National data--indicate -that smaller :percentages of students from low,income
familia erwoll in: patseeontory_ education than- students_ -.tom_ medium-and
higi-income -families.- In -New Mexico, relatively :high percentojes -of Span-

Black,:and American Indian families earned less than $15,000 in
1979; (5et Exhibits 6 and 7.)

o Present enrollment :and _earned: degree:patterns _show _serious _undenepresen-
teflon -(relative to -their- proportions in the- college-age- populationaged 20-29)
for :the largest minority:groups at all levels of postsecondary education; (See
Exhibits 8A4IE dad 9A-9E.)

o Patterns of- degrees awarded to ndnorities tween 1976-77 and 1980-81 are
markedly different from the overall_pattern in New Mexico. Each minority
group has a unique pattern. (See Exhibit 10.)

o In sumrnary,ithe greatest population growth in the next twenty years will take
place among the minority populations, whose rates of pcstsecontary educe-
fiend attainment arid socioeconomic status have been low historically.

5
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Exhibit 1
Populadom Growth, 1960 _tai980,

and Three Projections, 1990 to 2000
New Mexico

This, exhibit shows the:actual percentage growth_iiii_NeW Mékico's population from
1960 to 1980._ The dOttedj-dashed, and-solid lines -represent:three different _popula-
tion projections for 1990:and: 2000._ These projections are bated Oh Mathematical
calculations of =trends _evident tOday. Ti*y-idci- not :take -into account economic or
toCial faCtors that may cause the growth rate to accelerate or to slow.

o New- Mexiaci's population-ts projected to_reach 1.7 -million to 2.1_million
by the_ year 2000; up_ from 1_.3 million in_ 1980. The 4-rowt-h--froi-ii 1980
to_ _1990 is estimated OiiProximotely --18- to 31: percent; and
estimates of the overall change from 1980 to 2000 range frorti 30 to 54
percent;

Over _the last three decades; New MeXitd ticit One of the
sharpest revert-Olt in migration :patterns in the country. From an
overall out-migration_inthe_ 1960s, the pattern shifted to d fairly large
in,migation in the 19705 (Masnick arid Pitkin -1982). It was the ninthfffatest owing state during:the 1970s." The Bureau of Census predicts
that the state :wilt bc the thirteenth fattett itate during the
decade of the 1980t (Robey and Russelli 1983).

More than one-half of the popultiticin 4--aWth frorri 1970 to 1980 can:be
attribUtedloi in-migration (Mosnick and Pitkinii 1982). _Many of the
people migrating to:New Mexico cre yotiri4 OdUltii-Who have: attained
ar diT Opproaching those years in which they will be starting familia.



Exhibit 1
Ropulatiori Growth, 196a to 19130,

and Three Projections, 1990 to 2000
=-New Mexico-

=IMI 11=1

NPA projection
Census projection
Mosnick & Pitkin projection

(populotion numbers on graph in millions)

150

1.7

50
1

1960 1970 1980

Sources: Robey and Russell, 1983; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970 ond 1980; Mosnick and Pitkin, 1982.

Note: The Mosnich and tki n 1**c-dons-are plotted-os found-in their report.-Projections for 2000 from
the Notional Planning Association and the Bureau of the Census_are estimates calculated:by regies,
sion analysis using octuol populotion figures from the 1960 1970, ond 1980 censuses ond the 1990
projections.
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Exhibit 2
Vopulation by Race and Spanish Origin, 1980

New Mexko

Eihibit 2 siresents- the proportions-of racial and -ethnic woups- in the 1980 popula-
tion inl:New Mexico. Since: the: ckda collected on race:and Spanish origin in 1:970
arid 1980 are not -comparable, it is not possible to make an accurate comparison
between the two censuses.

o NeW -Mexico's -largee minority --group is the- Wanith=origin--_po_pulation,
36.6 of :the state's population. : This is the highestpercentsige. of :people
of Spani01 origin in tl-ie United States (ArriericanDerriographitti 1983);

o Albuquerque had the twentieth largest :metropolitan _Spanish-origin
population- in the country in 19130_, nearly 155,000. Las Cruces -ranked
forty-fourth with over S0,_-000. :In percentage:of Spanish-origin popula-
tion, Las Cruces ranked fifth with 52 percent -and AWuquerque eighth
with almost 39 percent (American Demographics) 1983).

o Blacks constitute 1.7 :percent- of--New Mexico's population, American
Indians 8d percent, Asians 0.5 percent, -all-others: 0.5 percent. New
Mexicols-American Iriclian population is the fourth largest in tKe nation
with-nearly 105,000 and is the second lcrgest in proportion (Kaufman et
al;i 1983);

1 4
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Exhibit 2
POpulatian by Race and Spanish Origin, 1980

New Mexico

White 52.6%

\ \ \\\\\\\\

Alter !can
Indian

Source: Kaufman et al., 1983; Table 21 and 23
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Exhibit 3
School and College-Age Population by Race and Spanish Origin,

1980 (Actual) and 2000 (Projected)
New Mexico

Thii exhibit- shoWs- the= distribution- of people of school age by tate and Spanish
origin for 1980 _and a projection_ for the:year:2900. _The projection is boied
regi.eiSion tindlYtit of dge -cohorts from the 1980 census. : Because the :percentages
of: Blacks__and: Asians _in New :Mexico:are so sritailf "they- have bi.eri-inClikkd in the
All Others_ category in _Exhibit: Blacks _constitute between :1.ond 2.3 percent
of the-population -groupSii*d 029_,- and- Asians constitute 0.4 to 0.8 percent of the
same groups; The projections do not_ :show any:trends toward substantial increases
among these racial grotipt hetween 1980 and 2000.

o Exhiba 3 shows _that the_ Spanish-origin population tends: to_ be: highly
concentrated: in the younger age groups.- Although people Of- Spanish
origin:constituted 36.6:percent of the total_ population: of New Mexico
in 1980, thj-, accounted for -44.6, 44.3, and 43.9 percent respectively of
the three youngest age groups.

o By the :year -2000i Chilaren -of Spoiiish origin are projected tb:_accourit
for 53;3, 51.5; and 493 percent respectively of the three youngest age
groups.

While the numbers of Black, Asian, and American _Indian children will
not be as large as the Spanish-origin- groivc the percentaget Of racial
minority children in the_youngest age: groups :are expected to rise
steadily. By the year 2000, it is estimated that approximately 16

percent of the children below age 15 in New Mexico will be AmeriCiiti
Indians.



Exhibit 3
School and College-Age Ropulation_by Race and Spanish Origin;

1980 (Attual) and_2000 (Projected)
New Mexico

Age Group

25=29

20=24

15=19

10-14

5=9

0 4

"vomegase

ElWhite Amedcan Indian

0 Spanish Odgin I All Others

di 1980

2000

Ai 1930

2000

1

2000

1980

2000

1980

2000

1980

2000

25 50 75 100
Eoch bor equals 100 percent of oge group.

Source: Koufmon et ol., 1983, Tobles 20 ond 22

NOW: The All Others group indudes the Block ond Asian po_pulations. Blocks constitute between-1.9
and 20 percent of-the-stote population of the various oge groups, Asions between DA ond 0.11 per-
cent; ond others between 01 to 0.5 percent: There are no data to suggest thot the Block ond Asion
proportions of the various oge groups v011 be increasing between 1980 ond 2000.j

II
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Eithib It 4
Educational Attainment1 [DI, Race and Spanish Origin

of Irsons Aged 25 and Over, 1980
New Mexico

Exhibit- 4- shows the proportions of the population aged:25 :and:over thathove
completed various levels of -education. As the levels of educational attainment
rise; the proportions- of the population reaching those_ levels decrease. The differ-
ences in_ attairimeat_ allong_ racial _and_ ethnic _groups are striking.- It- must Lie
empliaiized that seliciol attainment of New- Mexico adults in--1980 does not- neces-
scrily: reflect what isiitaking :place crnong the present :generation of students :in
school, but the educational attainment of perents hit been shawn to affect the
educational choices of their chilcfren.

o In I-980,- New Mexko-fd the-fifteenth highest proportion-in--the nation
(17.3:percent) of:college _sgaduates in its 'population aged 25 or tatter
and the twenty-third hiest percentage of hiah school graduates (61.3
percent) (American Demographics; 1982).

o Only -aut -one-half -of the Spanish-origin and American-Indian popula
tion aged 2:5 and over_ had _completed__high sdiool _in 1980, _compared
with approximately three-quarters- of Whites and Asians and 63 percent
of the Blacks in the same age group;

o Approximately-39-percent of the- Whitei- 30 percent-of- the Black,:and
55 percent :of the Asian population had completed _some college
compared with 17- percent- of- the SPanish-origin population and 18
percent of the American Indians.

the disparity in educatknal attainment-is most-striking at _the bacheT
lor's degree' level or higt.e. _In 1980,-20 percent of the White popula-
tion -and- 29- percent of the Asian -population had-completed at least a
bachelor's:degree; compared:with 10 percent of the Blacks; 7 percent
of the Spanith=origin population, and 5 percent of the American
Indians.

18
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achibit 4
Educational Attainment blf Race and Spanish Origin

of Persons Aged 25 and Over, 1980
New Mexico-

1. Bachelor's degree
2. klme college
3. Completed high school
4. Some high school

Brach figure represents 10 percent of the group's population

Source: Kaufman et ol., 1983, Table NM-4
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Exhibit 5
1:rsiswnxe ittigigitSchool of Ninth Graders,
Fall 1979 to Fall 1982 (Public Schools Only)

New Mexico

Exhibit 5 presents the persistence of_ high: school students by race andethnicity.
The hars-represent the sercentoes -for each racial--ar -ethnic- group of ninth-graders
in 1979-80, wha were tenth -_-_gradersiin 19_80-81, _eleventh Lsraders _in I98l-82i and
the__ twelfth -graders in_ 1982-83-remaining in sthool.- The Other category,- which is
very-small-numerically, incliidà all students who did not identify themselves as
"Anglo, Hispanic, Black,or Native _American."_ Dataon graduation rates -are not
availaMe. Please note that -this ekhibit presents information-that -is-substantially
different -from that presented in Exhibit 5 in the:other publications in :this series;
Thae_ _data _arelrue_ rates of persistence derived from actual- dropout rates, as
opposed-to- imPlied- rates of persistence derived from class progression ratios as in
the othv. publications.

o This exhibit shows _thati: minorities have _higher dropout__ rates_ :than
Whites; Hispanics arid Blacks in New Mexico-have -scxnewhat higher
dropout rates than- Whites,- but the American Indian end Othar popula-
tions tove:much__Ngher__dropout rates than the other three groups
(Cavatto, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983).

The number of Hispanic high sd-iocil seniors 1in--1982 represented- -67
percent-- of the number of ninth graders three years :earlier as opposed
to-74 :percentior Whites and 70 percent for Blacks (Cavatta,- 1980;
1981, 1982, 1983).

o The American Indian and- Otlier retention rates are substantially -lower
than-those for White, -Hispanic, and Black students. -Only 45.4_ipercent
of_ the _American_ Indian_ _ninth_grade _class _in_ 1979-80 _remained to
complete- the-twelfth crack-in-1982433, (rid the-corresponding figure for
the Other group was 61.3 percent (Cavatta, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983);

o Thus, it is- clear that a sizeable part: of minority youth, relative to
White youtls, do not complete scliaol and are not likely to enter
college.

o These figures differ from- nationwick--figures, which-show -the- "leakage"
of minorities from the "educational pipeline." Nationally,_83 percent:of
White -adult-- one- se:Ka:A-age- resporicknts --in the Current Population
Siirveys from-1974 to 1978 completed high -school: compared :with 72
percent of Black students and 55 percent of Hispanics (Astin, 1982).
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Ekhibit 5
I:*rsistente in-I-Ugh-School-of Ninth Grosiersi
Fj11 1979 to Foll:1982i(Publk Schools oily)

New Mekico

Source: Covotto, 1980; 1981; 1982, 1983
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Exhibit 6
Frercentage_of A980 U5 High School Seniors

Subsequently Enrolled in College

Taken together Exhibits 6 and 7 illustrate the relationships among race arid/or
ethnicity; famdy income, turf college attendance. EXhibit 6 displays the results
of a national survey rekaing to the percentage of 1980 high school graduates who
enrolled in college during the next several years (these data are not available on a
state-by-state tiatit). It should 1* recognized that this was a national survey with
limited generalization to the population of specific states. The survey did rliow
that attendance patterns in ttft West were different from other regions. Although
approximately the same jaereentage of western high school seniors attended college
as seniors from other regions of the country, a greater percentage of students from
the West attended two-year colleges than students from the other regions (28
percent in the West compared -with 14 percent in the Northeast and 16 percent in
the North Central states and the south).

o The five barsian the _left of Ake exhibit show the college atteMance
patterns for the racial arid Spanish-origin groups. White and Black
students attended _fouryear institutions Lin approximately the -same
proportions, but a_ greater proportion of Whitesthan Blacks- attended
two-yearinstitutions; which accounts -for -the greater overall college-
going rate _for :Whites. Compared_ with the -other- groups,- -American
Indian and Spanisti=orjgin shidents attended -two-year colleges in -rela-
tively-large proportions_ and foun-year _colleges in smaller proportions.
Attendance at both two-year and- four-year institutions- by students of
Asian ancestry was far areater than for any other group;

o Attendance patterns vary according to- socioeconomic status ISM,
which is- measured by --a composite _Lof parental education, family
income,- father:s occupdtion, and household characteristic& SES
stuikrits are more likely toattend postsecondary educational institutions
at all levels than those with lower SES;
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Exhibit 6
Percentoe of 1980 U3High School Seniors

Subsequently Enrolled in College
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Source: National Center for Education Stotistics. 1984

*Socioeconomic stotus is meosured by o composite c,f plrentol educotion, fomily income, fother's oc-
cupotion, ond household chorocteristics.
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Exhibit 7
Family Income by Race and Spanish Origin, 1979

New Mexico

Exhibit 7 shows the _percentages _a the population with _family -incomes in three
ranaes: --less- -than- -$15A10- per yeor; $15,Cf00- to $34-,9-99 -per year; cod -$3-5,000 or
more per yea. The distribution for each racial or ethnic group is illustrated.

About 60 percent of the Black, 55 percent of the Spanish-ccigin, rand
nearly 65 percent American Indial populations come from families
earning less- tlian $15,000 per year, while only about 5 percent of those
groups come from families caning $35,000 or more;

o Family income levels fcc the White and Asian populations are similar:
compared with the other racial or ethnic groups, relatively low per-
centages earn less tlian $15,000 and higtier percentages earn mcce than
$35,000;

o These figures, when combined with the general infccmation on student
attendance patterns presented in Exhibit 6, demonstrate the important
connection between economic status and education.



Eithibit 7
Fomily Income by Race and Spanish Origin, 1979

New Mexico

$15,000-
$34,999

$35,000
Or more

Source: Kaufman et al., 1983, Table NM-6
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Exhibtits 8A-8E
Postsecondary Enrollment

Compared with Representation in the Population, 1980
New Mexico

Figures -8A.8E display the -composition- of postsecondary enrollments --by- race and
ethnicity compared_ with :tech group's representation in the college-age population
(aged 20-29). Each _exhibit uses bars to portray the proportion_ of one raciol _or
ethnic group- enrolled- in each -of -the four- levels of pos-tsecondary education. The
bars are superimposed _upon a background field _representing that _group's proportion
of the college-age_popukition.- T-hus, the-reader can- oktermine -whether- -a -group is
well represented among postsecondary students in proportion to its representation in
the population.

o The White_ proportion_ of: enrollments_ _at all levels of postsecondary
edUcat ion- is- 'greater than -the -White- proportion of -the col lege-atie- popula-
tion:in:general. _:The:White _proportion of twoyear college enrollment is
substantially greater than the White share of the college-age population,
anti -White-representation increases at the four-year, graduate, and first
professional levels;

o Hispanics Land American Indians _are underrepresented -at -all levels of
postsecondary education, especially at- the graduate- level, where- he pro-
portions of Hispanic- and American Indian _enrollments: are: (respectively)
one.mhalf and __less _than_ orie-fif';-i as large_ as- the --Spanish-origin and
American Indianproportions of the college-age population in NeW
Mexico. The proportion ::of _ enrollments at :the bachelor's: level :for
American Indians is slightly more than one-third the American Indian
proportion of the college-age population in New Mexico.

Blacks --are- well -represented- a-t -the- -two-year -and- bachelor's-levels, but
the enrollments of Blacks at_ the graduate _and first professional levels
show significant underrepresentationjust over one-half the size of the
Black proportion of the college-age population.

Asians are well represented at-ell-levels of- higher education, particular!y
at the graduate and first professional levels.



Exhibit 8A-
White Postsecondary Enrollments

Compared with Representation in the Population, 1980
New Mexico

Sawa,: Kaufman et at; 1983; Tables 7 and 22
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Exhibit 8B
Hispanic Postsecondary Enrollments

Compared with Representation_ in the Population, 1980
New Mexico

Source: Kaufman et al., 1983, Tables 7 and 22
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Exhibit 8C
Bla Postsecondary Enrollments

Compared with Representation in the Population, 1980
New Mexico

Source: Kaufman et at, 1983, Tablet 7 and 22
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Exhibit 8D
American Indian Postsecondary Enrollments

Compared with Representation in the Population, 1980
New Mexico

Sautce: Kaufman et ol:: 1983; Tables 7 ond 22
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Exhibit 8E_
Asian FrostsecondaryiEnraments

Compated With Representation in the Population; 1980
New Mexico

Source: Kaufman et ol., 1983; Tables 7 ond 20
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Exhibits 9A-9E
Degrees Earned in New Mexico

Compared with Representation in the Population, 1980-81

Figures 9A-9E display the distribution among racial _and ethnic groups _of _ecrned
degrees at- five- levels- tassociate,:hachelortsi-master's,-doctoral-,--and first- profes-
sional)- with each_ croup's representation in the collegerage population (aged 20-29).
Each -eihibit uses Wes-to-portray the-proportion of ecrned ckgrees by one racial-or
ethnic_goup: in each of the five levels of postsecondcry education. The bars ore
superimposed upon- a- background-field representing itiat group's proportion of tl-fe
college-age population.-- -Thus, the- reac6- can ektermine- whether a group is -well
represented in earned degrees in proportion to its representation in the population;

o In: generali when the proportions :of degves awarded:to members :of
minority croups are compared with tKe proportions of college-age popula-
tion,:the overall :pattern of unckerepresentation of :minorities is similar
to that in enrollments, especially at tht baccalaureate and higher
levels.

The White proportion of those owning degrees at all levels of postsec-
ondary:education is :substantially 9-eater than the White proportion of
the college-age population in general.

o Hispanics are seriously :underrepresented:in earned degree& at: all levels
of postsecondcry education. At the liachelor's degree level, tne propor-
tion of degrees earned by Hispanic students is 60 percent the size of the
Spanish-origin proportion of the college-age population in the state. At
the-other- ckcjee levels, the- proportions -of -ck_gein- earned bY Hispanic
students is approximate's), one-half as large as the Spanish-origin propor-
tion of the college age-population.

o Blacks_ are also_ underrepresented- at all -levels -heyond the -associate
&gee -in--New-Mexico. At- the tworyear levelii the Black proportion is
approximately the same size:as : the _:Black:proportion of _the statewide
coileoe-age population,- at tht bbchelor's level ei4d=tenths -the-- size,
slightly less than onerhalf the size at:the master's:and first professional
levels, and approximately one-quarter the size at tive doctoral level.

At: the- associate _degree :level, _American Indians cre_ well represented;
hut there is severe- unckrrepresentrition at all other- levels. At tl*
bachelor's level, the-proportion of: degrees earned _by American _Indians:is
less_ than_one-hdf _the _size of __the American__Indian proportion of the
state --col-lege7age- population, less- than -one-quarter --the-- size- -at the
master's leveli:less than :one-eighth the:size: at the doctoral: level; and
sliOtly more than one-fialf the size at the first professional level.

o Asians cre well represented at di degree levels except the doctoral. NIP\
doctoral degees were awcrded to Asians in 1980-81.
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EXhibit 9A
Degrees Earned by Whites

Compared with Representation in the Populodon, 1980
New Mexico-

73.3%,

hobs' lonal

Source: Kaufman et oL, 1983. Tables 12 ond 22
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Exhibit 9B
Degrees Earned by Hispanics

Compared with Representation in the Population, 1980
New Mexico

Background Field Equals
Hispanic Percentage of Population Aged 20-29

37.3%

Assockne fkich*Olt Westin Dettorate Fkst
Professional

&mime: Kaufman et ol., 1983. Tables 12 ond 22
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Exhibit 9C
Degrees Earned by Blacks

Compared with Representation in the Population, 1980
New Mexico

kickgroun-cl Field Equoli
Mei* Ftqc&itage of-Population Aged 20=29

2;2%

Ascodow mabatat moues Dikididt, First

-Professional

Source: Kaufman et al., 1983; Tables 12 and 22
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Exhibit 9D
Degrees Eamed by American Indians

Compared with Representation in the Population, 1980
New Mexico

Source: Kaufman et al., 1983. Tables 12 and 22
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Exhibit 9E
Degrees Eamed by Asians

Compared with Representation in the Population, 1980
New Mexico

Source: Kaufman et ol., 1983. Tables 12 ond 20
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Exhibit 10
Earned Degrees by Race and Spanish Origin,

1976-77 to 1980-81
New Mexico

This table presents the number of degrees awarded at five levels (associate,
bachelor's, master's, doctordl, and first professional) by racial or ethnic group. At
the doctoral and first professional -levels, interpretation is difficult because such
small numbers of degrees are awarded to minority students that year-to-year fluc-
tuations appear as stibstantial percentage changes.

Overall, except for an increase of more than 28 percent in associate
degrees, there has been relatively little change in the numbers of
deTrees awarderl in New Mexico from 1976=77 to 198081,

o The increase in,:associate: degrees_ awarded to:Hispanics: is!slightly lower
than- the overall increase in the-state, -arid most of -the growth in
associate degrees earned by :1-lispanics _ :took : place from 19_76-77: to
_197849; There was_ a growth_ of nearly 12_percent in-- bachelor's
&Tees earned by Hispanic stLidents- from -197647-to 1978-79 and- a
slight decrease from 197849 _ to 1980-81i :compared: _with_ overall de-
creases during both pericidi at- -that level. At --the 11100e-es -level,
Hispanics earned fewer degrees :compared with a slight :increase in: the
number of_ _degrees overall. The number _of doctorates awarded to
Hispanics -increasEA -significantly during -a period of: cverall decline. :A
modest increase in the_ numbers of_ first profeaional degrees earned by
Hispanics kept pace with the overall increase.

o Black students_ earned substantially more associate degrees in 19808I
than -in 1976-77, I:iut they earned far fewer, degrees at the other levels.
Overall, very:few degrees are awarded to Blacks in New Mexico, so that
small fluctuations from year to year cause large percentage changes.

o American Indians earned sutistanticlix more_associate degrees and sl;ghtly
more -bachelor's ahd master's degrees in 1980-81 than: in 1976-77.: The
production of doctoral and first professional degrees remained steady;

In 1980-81 Asian students earned :substantially mom associatei_ bachelor's,
master's; and first professional decrees than they did in 1976-77, but
they received no doctoral degrees in 1980-81 compared with nine in
1776-77;
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Exhibit 10
Earned Degrees 1by llace and Spanish Origin,

1976-77 to 1980-81
---=New Mexico

Degr_ees_
Awarded

Degees:
Awarded own%

Defrees
Awar6ed

Pirivent INsrcani
Chancle

1976-77 1978-79 1976- 1980-81 1 197640

Sfati-Tateli

Asiticiate 1,049 1;259 200 1;347 70 284
Bachelor's 4;693 4;604 -1;9 4;543 -1;3 .;.32
Master's 1,696 1,710 : 0;8 1;750 2;3 3;2
arictorate 166 158 -4;8 165 4;4 =0;6First Professional 190 179 -5;8 194 8;4 21
Wile-Students

Associate 777 851 95 na 9;0 19;4
Bachelor's 3,503 3.342 -4;6 3;239 -3;1 -7;5
Master's 1088 1;203 : 1.3 1;238 29 42
Doctorate 129 131 ; :1.6 133 11;5 3;1
First Professional 136 122 -103 136 11;5 00

Assockge 205 254 :.. 23;9 1 249 -2;0 21;5
Bachelor% 914 1;022 11;8 1.004 -1;8 -9;8
Master% 364 343 L =SA 338 4;5 =LI
Doctorate 18 20 ?' 11;1 27 350 50;0
First Professional 39 45 [. ISA 40 =11;1 2;6 :

Block-Students '-
a

,

Associate 18 35' .1'", 116.7 30 -23.1 66.7
Bchelor'saMaster's_ 94 76 -19.1 81 =6.6 -13.8

35 28 0 -20.0 18 -35.7 -48.6
Doctorate 3 0 ,, WA 1 1 rim 463
First Professional 6 3 r -50.0 2 =33.3 =66.7

American Indian Students k
A.

Associate 35 95 P
4 171.4 III 16.8 217.1

Bachelor's 139 114 4: 113.0 146 28.1 5.0
Master's 27 41 1, 51.9 31 -24.4 14.8
Doctorate 2 1 . ;50.0 2 100.0 0.0 ,
First Professional 9 6 . ;33*3 9 50.0 0.0

Asian Students :ii

Associate 9 13 44.4 20 53.8 122.2
Bachelor's 20 29 "_. 45.0 P 17.2 7O.0,,
Master's_ 8 16 1 100.0 A 300.0 700.0.r?
Doctorate 9 4 ,45.6 0 NTA 14A 41
First Professional C 3

..14- 7 133.3 N/442

5ource: Kaufman et al., 1983, tables 12, 13, 14
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